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Fort Gordon Regional Growth
Management Plan Underway

Three major goals
will be part of the
planning process:

Planning is underway in the Augusta metropolitan
area for recent and continuing growth at Fort
Gordon. Since 2012, the Installation has added
8,449 new service members and an additional 894
are anticipated through 2024. In addition, family
members, contractors, and other support jobs will
translate into thousands of new residents to the area.
The purpose of the GMP is to address both the
challenges and opportunities resulting from
increased activity and personnel at Fort Gordon. The
challenges consist of ensuring the region develops
sufficient infrastructure and service capacities to
accommodate growth while maintaining a high
quality of life for military personnel and area
residents. The opportunities relate to increased
economic activity and capitalizing on economic
development opportunities to sustain the region’s
vibrant economy. 

Click here to view full map 

1

Provide a comprehensive assessment
of potential infrastructure, service
impacts and needs associated with
growth at Fort Gordon to enable
area communities to prepare and
plan for growth.

2

Develop a collaborative public
involvement process which enables
and facilitates the coordination of
the region’s various stakeholders and
focuses on sustaining quality of life
benefits and opportunities for both
military and civilian communities.

3

Sustain the region’s focus as a
military supportive community and
integrate economic development
opportunities as part of this focus.

In order to accomplish these goals, the
following topics and themes, central to
growth management planning, will be
addressed as part of the GMP process:
• Demographic & Growth Profile
• Transportation
• Public Services
• Public Infrastructure
• Employment, Workforce Development
and Economic Development
• Education
• Housing
• Health Care Services
• Child Care Services
This effort will culminate into a plan to
assist surrounding communities in making
informed decisions regarding growth
management and include an implementation
strategy for communities to use as a guide.

Projections Point to Continued Growth of the Area’s Population
Past population growth and future population
projections were examined to provide an
assessment of the Installation’s impact on the
area’s population as well as provide an estimate
of how future changes in Installation personnel
could impact the population within the Study
Area.

These trends include population growth (or
decrease) in the counties within the Study Area •
and where military personnel choose to live.
Increases in military personnel were weighted
to reflect the current distribution of military
personnel within the Study Area.
•
Secondary population increases were given the
same population distribution that exists within
the overall population with the counties.

Analysis of past population growth shows that
since 2012, when the buildup at the Army’s
Cyber Center began, 8,449 personnel have
Major findings of these analyses include:
been added to the Installation. This personnel
increase has resulted in a population increase of • An additional 3,138 military personnel and
their dependents are anticipated by 2024
approximately 60,191 people.
• This additional population will lead to a
To estimate the population growth that is
secondary population increase of 3,186
anticipated as a result of an additional 894 jobs
people in the civilian population, as the
through 2024, past growth trends were carried
increase in military personnel creates jobs
into the future.

within the community
Columbia County is anticipated to absorb
most of this growth, with the County’s
Population increasing by 22.43% through
2030
Augusta-Richmond County and Aiken
County are also expected to grow during
this time period, by 5.12% and 4.74%,
respectively.

These population projections were used in other
sections of the report to estimate the effect of
the buildup of Installation on transportation,
public services, infrastructure, education, jobs,
health care, child care, and housing.
Click here for more info on population 
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Transportation Projects Around
Fort Gordon Gates are Key
to Maintaining Adequate Level
of Service
The transportation network around Fort Gordon provides access to the
Installation for both military personnel and civilians. Traffic counts were
collected at five intersections in order to determine the existing load
on the network. In addition, several plans and studies from the Augusta
Regional Transportation Study, including Long Range Transportation
Plans and the Transportation Improvement Plan were examined to
review the expected traffic loads on roadways around the installation
and what improvements are expected to be made. The Study used a
two percent average annual growth rate to represent the anticipated
growth around the Installation. Growth in demand for air service was
also examined.
Results of these analyses estimate that several of the intersections
around the Installation will experience lengthy delays by 2040 unless
capacity projects are undertaken to accommodate projected growth.

In addition to projects identified in the Augusta Regional
Transportation Study’s Transportation Improvement Program,
transportation improvements proposed as part of the Growth
Management Plan to mitigate these conditions include:

Near-Term Priorities
Gordon Highway & Jimmie Dyess Parkway /
7th Avenue (Gate 1):
•

Construct a third eastbound through lane.

•

Extend the existing northbound left-turn lane on 7th
Avenue from 600 to 900 feet

•

Convert the southbound right-turn lane to a freeflowing movement

Mid-Term Priorities
Gordon Highway & Future Gate 6
•

Construct a third westbound exclusive left-turn lane

•

Extend existing turn lanes to ensure that a minimum
1,300 feet of full-width storage and appropriate taper
is provided on Gordon Highway.

•

Construct a receiving lane for ingress traffic at Gate 6.

Avenue of the States/Tobacco Road (Gate 5)
•

Install traffic signals at both ramp terminals of the
interchange to control traffic.

Long-Term Priorities
Gordon Highway & Jimmie Dyess Parkway
7th Avenue (Gate 1)
•

Consider alternative intersection configurations

•

Consider a grade-separated interchange

Gordon Highway & Future Gate 6
•

Consider alternative intersection configurations such
as a continuous flow intersection

•

Consider redirecting minor movements such as the
northbound left-turns

Click here to view larger map 

Click here for more info on Transportation 

Fire, EMS, and Police Services will need to Grow to
Keep Up with Population Growth
Increased population growth will lead to
additional demand for fire, Emergency
Medical Services (EMS), and police services.
Fire and ambulance services are often found
in the same location – most fire stations also
have ambulances and trained emergency
medical technicians on staff. These services
were analyzed by using national standards for
response times and a Geographic Information
System analysis to determine the drive time
for each of the fire stations within the Study

Area. This analysis showed the parts of the
study area that are not reachable by fire truck
or ambulance within the defined response
time. These areas were then compared to the
projected high growth areas to determine
where additional fire stations and EMS
services may be needed in the future.

Click here to view larger map 

Two new stations planned within Columbia
County will fill current service gaps in these
areas. With the second highest anticipated
growth county, Augusta-Richmond, areas not

Additional Officers Needed, Military Growth (2030)

For police services, a per-capita approach was used. A per-1,000 population ratio of police personnel was calculated. This
ratio was applied to the future population projections to determine how many future officers would be needed to maintain
the current level of police force. Since only some parts of the Study Area are expected to have a large increase in population,
only these areas were projected forward.

What’s Coming Up
Three reports have been released on the project
website for public review and comment:

•

Education

•

Health Care Services

•

Employment, Workforce Development &
Economic Development

serviced within the fire suppression response
time standards are in the more rural areas
away from the Augusta urban core. The fire
station planned outside Gate One at Fort
Gordon will alleviate any areas not serviced
within the fire suppression response time
standards in that vicinity. Aiken County,
ranking as the third fastest growing county
has significant rural areas outside the fire
response time standards.
The major findings of these reports will be
presented at the next virtual public meeting
scheduled for December 15, 2021.

Meeting Link for December 15 

